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Notice 
 

This eBook and supplementary material was created to provide 
specific information regarding the subject matter covered.  
 
Every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in 
this material however neither the author nor the publisher are 
responsible for any errors, omissions, or incorrect interpretations 
of the subject matter.  
 
Information contained within this material is subject to local, state, 
federal and international laws. The reader is advised to consult 
with a licensed professional for legal, financial and other 
professional services.  
 
The reader of this material assumes responsibility for the use of 
this information.  
 
Adherence to all applicable laws and regulations governing 
professional licensing, business practices, advertising and all 
other aspects of doing business in the United States or any other 
jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the reader.  
 
The author and publisher assume no responsibility or liability 
whatsoever for the use or misuse of the information contained 
within these materials.  
 

Kindle Ranking Blueprints is Copyright 2012  

by David Henry.  

Reproduction without permission is prohibited. 



Choosing a Winning Niche: Quick Start Niche 

Selection Blueprint 

 
 

 
 

Choose your MAIN keyword(s) by searching under Kindle Store category 
and watching the Suggested Amazon Keywords (these are the things 
people are searching for). 
 

 
 
 

- Search should have at least 22 results but no more than 500. 

- Average Best Sellers Rank of page one results should be below 200,000 

= Good/  Below 100,000 = Great. 

- At least 1 book on page 1 that has Best Sellers Rank of 25,000 or less 

(the more the better) 

 



Example: 

Keyword Search:  fart book 

 

 
 

There are 72 results so this meets the first criteria. 

The next criteria is Average Best Sellers Rank of page 1 results should 

be below 200k so we have to open up each eBook listing, find the Best 

Sellers Rank for each one and take the Average.   

Looking at the first eBook scroll down to the Product Details section. 

 



 

 

As you can see the Best Seller Rank is 9129.  Locate the Best Seller 

Rank for all 12 eBook listings.  Then add them together and divide by 12 

to get the average.    

Note:  Skip any FREE eBooks and don’t include them in the 

average.  For example, if two of the eBooks on the first page are 

free you would only average 10 numbers.  

Averaging the 12 eBooks on Page 1 for the example we come up with 

170,274 which means this is a good niche. 

The third criteria is: 

At least 1 book on page 1 that has Best Sellers Rank of 25,000 or less. 

There are 3 that meet this criteria so we are good there as well.   

Based on the criteria this looks like a good niche!  

Note:  eBook Niche Explorer is a great all-in-one software tool that does 

all the calculating for you.  You can check it out here: 

http://www.snip2.com/re/enetool 

 

http://www.snip2.com/re/enetool


Kindle Ranking Blueprints 

 

This section will show you White Hat, Gray Hat, Black Hat Techniques for 

promoting your Kindle eBooks and getting laser targeted leads. 

 

I will also show you “Dunce Hat” Tactics that show you what “NOT” to do so 

you don’t get your account banned as well. 

 

 I will also cover the best On-Site (Amazon) and Off-Site (Google) 

Blueprints to gain massive amounts of laser targeted buyers to your Kindle 

eBooks. 

 

The White Hat techniques alone should be enough to get your eBooks 

ranked to page 1 of the Kindle results for your chosen keyword if you follow 

the guidelines we have laid out for you below on choosing a niche.  

   

I have included Gray Hat and what some would call Black Hat techniques 

so that you will be informed of the Tactics and Methods that your 

competition may be using to gain an unfair advantage over you.  It’s 

completely up to you if you want to push the envelope and employ the 

Black or Gray Hat techniques yourself. 

 

However, we strongly urge you to stay away from the Dunce Hat 

techniques.   

These are the techniques that have the highest risk of getting your eBook 

removed or even your account blocked.   

We’ve included them so you’ll know what NOT to do in case you receive 

bad advice elsewhere or see someone else employing these techniques. 

 



These Blueprints are designed to give you fast and furious rankings within 

Amazon as well as Google and make you profitable within the least amount 

of time with the least amount of effort on your part. 

 

Based on your risk tolerance you may choose to use or forsake the Black 

Hat & Gray Hat  tools, but at least you will be informed of the techniques 

that others are using to gain an unfair advantage over the uninformed. 

 

When using the outsourcing and using the Gray Hat and Black Hat 

techniques, your outsourcers will need to have an Amazon account or 

multiple Amazon accounts depending on what you are trying to accomplish. 

 

Make sure ALL job requests to outsourcers state that they need to have an 

Amazon account and that they must have used that account to buy 

something from Amazon in the past… anything… a CD, DVD, book – it 

doesn’t matter what it was. 

 



Off-Site (Google) Kindle SEO Ranking Blueprints 
 

Since Amazon is a trusted site within Google and gains a massive amount 
of links throughout its site on a daily basis, we are going to use this to our 
advantage without getting hit with any of the penalties that you would incur 
trying to rank a book on your own site. 
 
I’m going to show you the top insider secrets to getting ranked in Google 
using the most expensive and sophisticated tools in the SEO industry 
without having to buy any of them yourself! 
 
The following tactics are the top linking strategies that the gurus and top 
marketers use to get their products catapulted to the top of the search 
engine, bringing in floods of traffic and cash. 
 
We are going to use Amazon’s trusted authority with Google to get our 
products listed for the top searched keywords for your eBook in Google. 
 
We will use Fiverr.com to do this on the cheap, big time!!! 
 
Fiverr has ALL the people we would ever want that have already bought 
the most expensive tools in the industry and are using them to make 
money on a massive scale. 
 
Knowing which Fiverr gigs to use to get your books ranked fast - after the 
Panda and Penguin updates - is half the battle.  That’s where I come in. 
 
You need to know this: 
 
Google is now placing much greater emphasis on Social Voting and Social 
Signals with the Panda & Penguin update.  So, now one of the main 
ranking factors is your Social Popularity in the eyes of Google.   
 
For example,  how many Facebook “Likes”, how many reviews are there 
about you on social sites and the number of Google +1 “votes” as well as 
how many people are currently discussing you on Twitter. 
 



The following Blueprints are the ones I use to gain an unfair advantage 
over the uninformed competition and now you will have that same 
knowledge. 
 
My suggestion is use only one tactic at a time, measure the results and 
resume back-linking strategies with multiple keywords. 
 

You will want to use these different services to link directly back to your  
money sites, which will be your: 
 
Kindle eBooks 

Fanpages 
 
Youtube Videos 

Web 2.0 Properties (we will be discussing in further detail in these 
Blueprints) 
 
Listmania Lists (we’ll show you this in Blueprint  #5) 
 
 
 

 
 

Let’s get started….. 

 



BluePrint Tactic # 1: 
 
 

Retweet Twitter Domination 
 

 

This strategy can be used with www.Fiverr.com  as well as sites like Twitter 

Backlinks at www.twitterbacklinks.com and www.retweetadvertising.net 

 

The more people talking about you in a given time the better. 

1) Go to Fiverr.com 

Type in “Retweet” in the search bar over on the right 

 

Once your search comes up, click on the Ratings link to search by 

the best rated gigs first. 

 

Here is a great example of a Fiverr provider Gig you may want to 

go for: 

 

http://bit.ly/NqqJMD 

 

 

(See Photo on Next Page) 

http://www.fiverr.com/
http://www.twitterbacklinks.com/
http://www.retweetadvertising.net/
http://bit.ly/NqqJMD


 

 

 
Notice what you get from this provider  (lots of diversification): 
 
1,699 Retweets from 1,699 Unique Profiles  
 
100 percent profile used  
 
Different IPs *** (Great) 
 
Every Account has Followers  
 
Split up Retweets between up to 4 urls, if you need 
 
Fast Speed - Delivery within 24 hours  
 
Includes Delivery Report  
 
550+ Satisfied Customers  



 

A second rapid option, if you have the money is to use a site like 
Twitterbacklinks.com.  

This site is great because you’re dealing with a real company vs. an 
individual on Fiverr.com and you get your tweets spread out over a 
period of month which looks more natural in the eyes of search 
engines. 

Note that the number quoted is Tweets per day! 

 

  

 



 
A third rapid option is to use:  Retweetadvertising.net  

This service can provide Re-tweets in a 24-48 hour turnaround. 

This site is another great site and gives you a fast turnaround if you 
need it for a faster blast out for immediate traffic and it has a lower 
price structure than TwitterBacklinks.com  

 

 



What to Tweet? 

 

First, we need to remember, every tweet in Twitter is limited to only 140 

characters. This includes spaces.  A convenient tool to count your 

characters can be found here:  http://www.lettercount.com/ 

Here are some examples of great re-tweet’s with a call to action: 
 

● Just read this Great Book on "keyword here" Pickup a free Copy here 
http://amzn.to/TCeNPT 
 

● Get Free Kids Books  "keyword Title" Just Give a Review 
http://amzn.to/TCeNPT 
 

● Need Your Help! Pls Like & Review - Free Copy of "Keyword title here" 
http://amzn.to/TCeNPT 

 

Twitter Quick Tips: 

1) Use Word Shortcuts: "with" will become "w/". "Love" will become "Luv" 
“Retweeting” becomes "RT-ing" . You’ll have to be creative. 

2) Drop Vowels: As long as it's still readable, you can do things like turn 
"boardroom" into "brdrm". 

3) Pretty obvious but, "It is" will become "it's" and "cannot" will become 
"can't".  Remember, every character and space counts. 

4) The word "And" can become "+". That's a savings of two characters you 
can use where it may count more. 

5) Using Other Characters:  You’ll have to be a bit careful here, since some 
characters drive Twitter’s functionality.  But, I've used "#" for "number" and 
"%" for "percent". 

http://www.lettercount.com/
http://amzn.to/TCeNPT
http://amzn.to/TCeNPT
http://amzn.to/TCeNPT


6) Get rid of useless words like ("the," "an"). 

7) Turn Words into Numbers: "To" becomes "2" and "One" becomes "1". 

8) Remove Extra Spaces: Twitter will count double spaces between words.  

9) Shorten Links: TinyURL is good, but bit.ly actually produces shorter 
links. So visit the actual site and then use bit.ly or another service to 
resqueeze the URL.  

 
(Best Bet- use a redirect script on a real short domain you own - that way 
you can pass the cookie if needed as well as being sure link juice gets 
passed) here is an example:  www.freebkz.com/yourKeyword (not a real 
domain - just an example). 

You can generate the code to redirect a domain at this site here for free: 
http://www.affilorama.com/free-tools/redirect-generator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.freebkz.com/yourKeyword
http://www.affilorama.com/free-tools/redirect-generator


Blueprint # 2- Fanpage Likes Blueprint 

 

Fanpages rank exceptionally well on Google and it will benefit you greatly 
to have a Fanpage built for you like this one here: 

 
http://on.fb.me/NeIDTF  

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

http://on.fb.me/NeIDTF


 

….or this one: https://www.facebook.com/thesecret 

 

 

 

 

Of course, you will want to have this done by someone else and done 
quickly since you will want to concentrate on building your business, not  
working in it. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/thesecret


Here’s an example of another Gig on Fiverr that you can use to have a 
Fanpage built for you fast.  http://bit.ly/PrZP7F  

 

 

For an additional $10 this person will create the entire Fanpage and Cover 
image as well as a profile picture. 

 

http://bit.ly/PrZP7F


Once your Fanpage is complete, you’ll need to get Likes and followers. 
 
Using Fiver, another Great way to boost your links and Social Status is to 
get a ton of people to Like your Link/Comment. 

We all know this can be a bit of a bugger.  Well not anymore - here’s a 
great Gig to increase your social status and inbound link juice: 

This guy will give you 1,000 VERIFIED authentic Facebook Likes 
guaranteed safe to any domain, website, webpage, blog in 24 hours for $5  

http://bit.ly/u0uBfM  

 

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/u0uBfM


Here’s what you’re looking for: 
 
Quality Facebook Likes / recommends / shares (your choice). Sent to any 
domain or webpage –not just a FanPage. 

Another type of great service for boosting your Kindle Facebook Fanpage 
(which will not only appear high in the search engines but post links directly 
back to your Amazon Kindle eBook) are: 
 
 www.bulkfans.com/  and www.fanpagelikes.net/buy-facebook-fans-like  
 

 

http://www.bulkfans.com/
http://www.fanpagelikes.net/buy-facebook-fans-like


 



BluePrint Tactic # 3: Google+ Likes Blueprint 

 
Google has been making important changes to the way search and SEO 
works for personalized results.  
 
It now matters how visible you are in Google+ (G+) and that means the 
number of followers you have. 
 
You can get a head start over your competition by getting a unique G+ 
Page for your Kindle eBook and then getting 100’s of followers which 
increase your chances of getting picked up in personalized search. 
 
Google+ followers can link directly to any Photo, Video, Event or Link (your 
Kindle eBook’s link) that you want Google to take notice of. 
 
First thing to do is head over to Fiverr again and get someone to build you 
a Google+ Page centered around your Kindle Book.  Look for Gigs like this: 
 

 



 
Here is a good example of what you can show your Fiverr person what you 
want your page to look like:  http://bit.ly/Ri7TxW  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Then the next step would be to gain as many followers as you desire.  
Look for a Gig like this on Fiverr to get you noticed quickly (see next page). 

http://bit.ly/Ri7TxW


 

 

 
 
Head on over to Fiverr and look for a Google+ Gig like the one pictured 
here above. 
 
Once you find one that interests you, pay the Fiverr person $5 and provide 
them with the link to your newly created Google+ Page that you want to get 
ranked for your Kindle eBook. 
 
My suggestion though would be to see if the Fiverr person can build these 
links over a period of a few week’s time, and then point to your Google+ 
Page to push you up in the search engine rankings. 
 
The other option is to provide the Fiverr person with the link to whatever 
web property you want to rank in the search engines and have them give it 
a Google+ vote on their own multiple accounts they have created. 
 
 
 
 

 



BluePrint Tactic # 4: Web 2.0 Domination 

We all know Google favors certain sites: sites that have Super high 
pagerank, Social credibility as well as sites that receive thousands of 
backlinks a day. 
 
Instead of building these sites by hand, you can have people on  Fiverr  
build you custom Web 2.0 properties that feature your book.  Because 
these sites are trusted by Google, they will be easy to get ranked on page 
one using the linking strategies that are discussed  in this guide 
 
Sites like Blogger, Squidoo, and Hubpages, Wordpress and Blogger rank  
fast using the Fiverr techniques I have discussed above, as well as the 
backlinking tactics which I’ll show you in the next few Blueprints. 
 
For example, when I type in “Organic Gardening book” into Google I get 
these results: 

 



 
 
….which gives me this result below: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
And when I copy the page link and paste it into SEOMagestic’s backlink 
analyzer, we can see that 3 out of 5 of the top referring domains are Web 
2.0 Properties (Youtube, Blogspot, Wordpress).  If you look at the top 
backlinks coming in, they only have a couple. 
 



 
 
 
 
Another example of How Web 2.0 sites like Youtube can rank well for High 
competition keywords is below (the keyword search word is “Organic 
Gardening”). 
 
 
Notice a Youtube video is featured at #7 and Forum posts are ranking on 
the 1st page at #9 and #10.  These would be very easy to beat out with a 
couple of Web 2.0 sites featuring your Kindle eBook and just a few 
backlinks . 
 
 
Rather than waste your time showing you Google’s flavor of the month 
favorite Web 2.0 sites, let me show you how to find tons of them on your 
own without the need to sign up for some monthly membership like 
“Angela’s or Paul backlinks”  http://angelasbacklinks.com/   and 
http://pjsqualitybacklinks.com/ .  
 
Don’t get me wrong, using (once or twice) Angela’s “done for you service” 
is a cheap and fast way to gain some top PR backlinks and boost your 
Kindle rankings in Google , I just don’t like to have to rely on a monthly 
subscription. 

http://angelasbacklinks.com/
http://pjsqualitybacklinks.com/


So here it is, the first way to see what the most trafficked web sites are 
(and have your outsourcer or Fiverr person build you for you) is to look 
here:  http://www.quantcast.com/top-sites 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Another site to search which gives you the Top 500 sites on the internet is 
Alexa.com, located here: www.alexa.com/topsites 
 

http://www.quantcast.com/top-sites
http://www.alexa.com/topsites


 

Notice  you can search by Country and Category.  
 
One technique I like to use to diversify the IP addresses of the sites linking 
back to you is to search by going down the list of Top Sites and picking out 
the foreign country social media or networking sites. 

For example, look for Baidu.com or QQ.com, then go to Fiverr and just 
search for “Chinese” (look for the Country flag next to the Gig as well) and 
look for potential people that would be able to set up a social media site for 
your Kindle eBook. 

Another Great Tactic is to look for sites based in Amazon countries like 
Spain, France, and the UK (especially if your book is listed on those sites 
within your kindle account as well). Then, just pay them the $5 through 
Fiverr.com and Blast it with the backlink methods mentioned in this guide. 



BluePrint Tactic # 5: Amazon’s Listmania 

 

What is a Listmania? 
 
Amazon’s Listmania is a list of products that someone (you or your 
outsourcer) likes.  
 
With Listmania, you can create lists on any topic you can think of and 
Amazon will display products that match your recommendations.  
 
Listmania lists can drive huge amounts of traffic to your book listing using 
the backlinking methods that we include in this guide,  
 
You will gain laser targeted traffic both with Amazon’s internal search  
traffic and from search engine placings in Google as well. 

The Pros of using Amazon’s Listmania to market your books are: 

1. Listmania lists can also get awesome coverage on high trafficked book 
listings, getting you more exposure for your book(s). 

2. They will rank well in Google and usually really fast. 

3. Done the correct way, you can link to your own book(s) without being 
penalized, in any way. 

4. If the user is on Amazon already, there is less resistance to buying since 
that is what they are usually there for in the first place.  

5. Listmania lists can also get awesome coverage on high trafficked book 
listings, getting you more exposure for your book(s). 

6. If the person sees your Listmania listing in Google, they are more likely 
to click on a trusted source like Amazon vs. another website. 

 

 



 

To create a Listmania list: 

 

Go to Amazon.com and log into your account (or have Fiverr outsourcer do 
this). 

Then the easiest way I found to find where to input your Listmania is to 
click on any category (I prefer Kindle Store category) like below: 

Then just hit the “Go” button  

 

 

Then scroll down to the Listmania Link pictured below and click “Create A 
Listmania! list” 



 



 

The ‘Name your list’ field should be your Primary Keyword you are trying to 
rank for (don’t sweat it- you can create as many lists as you want). 
 
‘Your qualifications’ should incorporate your Primary Keyword as well.   
(for example: “Primary Keyword Guru blah blah blah”). 

The ‘Introduction’ field should include your Primary Keyword and use up as 
much of the characters as allowed. 

After you have written your “Description” you will now enter in a Product 
(see below). 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Select the “Add A Product” button above, pick the “Enter Product ASINs” 
from the drop down menu, and add the Products “ASIN Number” which is 
found below the Product description as seen in the photo below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



My suggestion here is to make a list of all your own (Category/Keyword 
related) Kindle Books ASIN’s in notepad and sprinkle in a few Other Top 
Ranked / selling eBooks from other authors, as well. 

If you have only one eBook – grab your ASIN number along with a few 
other Top selling books from other Authors and add them to your Listmania 
like pictured below: 

Hit select to add your book, then hit “Add Another “ to add the rest of the 
books ASIN numbers (add a range of 5-15 books in total). 

 

Use the ‘Add your comments’ field are to sprinkle in your main Keyword 
Phrase. 

 
After adding all your books & comments, hit Preview, then Publish, if 
everything looks good. 



Then start hitting your Listmania List with the backlink methods in this 
guide! 



Tagging BluePrint System  

 

There are basically two ways to help you get Tags and Likes on your Kindle 

Listing–which in turn help you to boost your Kindle Rankings above all your 

competitors. Choose based off your own risk tolerance levels. 

 

White Hat:  

-Let Tags and Likes come in naturally 

- Have friends & family tag and Like your book 

-Market your book via twitter or FB and on Kindle Select Promotion Days, 

tell people they can get your book for free if they Like, Tag and leave a  

review for you (suggestion –make ghetto video showing them how to do 

this). 

 

 

Black Hat  

To add Tags to your book, you can use the following site to get numerous 

people to (with different IP addresses) Like and Tag your book. 

http://microworkers.com/  

 

Dunce Hat 

Do not use http://microworkers.com/  to leave reviews for your book, you 

will get your account banned. 

 

http://microworkers.com/
http://microworkers.com/


 
 

Dunce Hat - DO NOT use Mechanical Turk   

 

https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome This site is owned by Amazon, but it 

is a great site to use for other non-Amazon/Kindle related tasks. 

 

https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome


Dunce Hat: 

Using Fiverr to get Reviews, Tags, Like:  

I don’t recommend this technique because the same people on 

Fiverr are doing the work for everyone.    

 

Even if they are using different Amazon Accounts, it’s still easy for Amazon 

to track this. 

 

**If you do decide to do this - you would want to search by “Ratings” as this 

will bring the best and most reliable people to the Top. 

 

Just as a reference, this would be the most legitimate way to receive 

reviews from Fiverr. 

http://bit.ly/QnMzFT  

 

 

 

http://bit.ly/QnMzFT


…or like this http://bit.ly/OG390F  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://bit.ly/OG390F


Gray Hat - Find and Join Link Exchanges (like the following below) and 
exchange reviews with other Authors looking to promote their books. 
 
 
http://thebookmarketingnetwork.com/group/amazonbookreviewexchange 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://thebookmarketingnetwork.com/group/amazonbookreviewexchange


Another site is: http://bookreviewexchanges.com/ 

 

Once you register you will receive an email like this: 

Welcome to Book Review Exchanges forums 

Please keep this e-mail for your records. Your account information is as 

follows: 

---------------------------- 
Username: XXXXX 

Board URL: http://bookreviewexchanges.com 

---------------------------- 

Your account is currently inactive and will need to be approved by an 

administrator before you can log in. Another email will be sent when this 

has occurred. 

Your password has been securely stored in our database and cannot be 

retrieved. In the event that it is forgotten, you will be able to reset it 

using the email address associated with your account. 

 

Thank you for registering. 

Then, just wait for your Approval and Start Exchanging reviews!! 

http://bookreviewexchanges.com/
http://bookreviewexchanges.com/


Use the following site to get your know Kindle creation reviewed, be sure to 
follow the Guidelines: 
 
http://thekindlebookreview.blogspot.com/p/get-reviewed_2.html  
 

 

http://thekindlebookreview.blogspot.com/p/get-reviewed_2.html


 

Another great site you should be promoting yourself and your books on is: 
 
http://www.goodreads.com/author/program 
 

 
 
 
 
Black Hat: 
 
Use Craigslist to find individuals to Review/Like/Tag.   
You write the reviews for them and just have them post it to Amazon.   

 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/program


KDP Select Blueprint  
 
 

The fastest and easiest way to get a huge amount of traffic in a short period 

of time - which will boost your downloads and can increase your reviews as 

well as get your book associated with other books in its category- is by 

using the Kindle Direct Publishing Select Method. 

https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/signin 

 

Click the ‘Sign in’ button on the right hand side. 

Once logged in, you’ll see a screen like this after your book has been 

uploaded: 

 

 

https://kdp.amazon.com/self-publishing/signin


 

 

Once you have your first book added to the KDP platform, you can choose 

to have your book promoted by Amazon by offering it initially for free (you 

can do this up to 5 times in 90 days). 

 

The best way to do this is by offering your book for free once every other 

week or so. Then once you get some downloads and reviews under your 

belt, increase the price to .99 cents up to 2.99 or more, depending on the 

sales and percentage of commission you want to achieve. 

 

To do this from the same screen you are currently on from above, click on 

the book you want to promote. 

Then click on the “Actions” button and click on “Manage Promotions”. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

You will then get a pop-up that looks like this: 

 

 

Click on the “Actions” button circled in red and pick a start and stop date 

that you want your “Free Promotion” to run from. 

 
During this Initial Free Promo time, use the Twitter Retweet Strategies, 
combined with the other methods in this guide to get rankings, Likes, 
downloads and reviews. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 



Video Review Ranking Blueprint 

 
One of the best ways to boost your sales is to have others create video 
testimonials for your Kindle eBook. 
 
Video testimonials absolutely need to be done by others and not yourself 
when directly placed on your products page. 
 
Caveat: You can place video reviews about another product on their page 
and subtly mention your eBook as well.  
 
So, for the most part, video testimonials have to be done by a different 
account other than your own. 
  
White Hat:  

- Have friends & family do a short video testimonial using their cell phone or 

flip camera and have them upload it to your product review page. 

1. Your reviewer will need to be logged into their Amazon account in 

order to be able to upload the video review. 

 

2. Have them scroll down to where Amazon asks to “Write a Review” 

and click on the “Write a Review “ button. 



 

 

 

 

 

3. The screen below will pop up and they will need to hit the “Video 

review” button. 



 

4. Click the “Yes” button to the age question. 

5. Rate the Product with a 4-5 star rating. 

6. Enter your Book title for the “Title of the review”.  Feel free to add 

other descriptive keywords as well.  

7. Select the Video testimonial with the Browser button.  

8. Add the ASIN product # for your eBook into the field where it asks 

to “Select A Product”. 

9. Click the “I have read and accept the Terms and Conditions”. 

10. Upload your video. 



11. Have the video reviewer paste a description of the video into the 

“Introduce your video to other customers” field using the Title of your 

book in the introduction, as well. 

12. Then preview your review and hit publish once everything looks 

good. 

 

 

Suggestion:  Market your book via twitter or FB and on Kindle Select 

Promotion Days, tell people they can get your book for free if they 

leave a video review for you.  

 

(Suggestion –make a video showing them how to do this – for the family 

members that are less technically adept) 

 

Gray Hat: Use the Exchanges mentioned previously in this guide. 

 

 Black Hat  Use Microworkers http://microworkers.com/ or Fiverr people to 

create a video testimonial for you. 

Best Black Hat approach would be to use Fiverr to create the Video 

Testimonial Only, BUT then have someone from Craigslist upload the video 

for you on the “cheap”.  

 

Dunce Hat  DO NOT use Mechanical Turk  - owned by Amazon. 

https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome  

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://microworkers.com/
https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome


The Borrowed Credibility Blueprint 

 
 
In the Borrowed Credibility Blueprint what we will do is make Comments 
using special Amazon links on high traffic, high volume sales Kindle 
eBooks that point directly back to your Kindle creation.  
 
 
You will be using the same Blueprint previously recommended in this guide  
 
 
White Hat:   

 

- Have friends & family make a comment under the top reviews on top 

selling related eBooks and books that link back to your book using the 

“Insert a Product Link” button to the right of where they post their comment.  

They will need to insert the ASIN number associated with your Kindle 

eBook and pick a category which you will give them that relates to the book 

and write a review for the related product. 

 

Note: A good ways to find related books to post comments on are to pull up 

your book or other top selling books and look at the “People who bout this 

product, bought this as well” and pick the related books preferrably the 

ones with minimal reviews so yours shows up at the top. 

 

Let’s say the book below is your book. Now notice the books under 

“People who bought this Item also bought “, Amazon shows the items other 

people bought along with your book. 

 

 

 



 

 



What you are looking for here are books that have a great Sales Rank 

say from 1-50k and also have a low amount of reviews (1), and at the time 

of this writing, the two books circled above have a sale rank between 13k 

and 29k which is great. 

What you want to do here is have family and friends write a review under 

these types of books giving the other author’s book a good review while at 

the same time giving mention to your book and include a link back to your 

book in this review.  Here’s how: 

 

 

1. Your reviewer will need to be logged into their Amazon account in order 

to be able to upload the video review. 

2. Have them scroll down to where Amazon asks to “Write a Review” and 

click on the “Write a Review “button.  

3. The screen below will pop up and they will need to hit the Write review 

button (see above). 

4. Click the “Yes” button to the age question. 

5. Rate the Product with a 4-5 star rating. 



6. Use a good Descriptive Title that relates to this author’s book.  

7. Write a good review about this author’s book and mention that you 

bought this other book called “your book name here” and you really 

enjoyed them both.  

8. Add the ASIN product # for your eBook into the field next to where it 

asks to “Select A Product”.  This will automatically put a link in the 

description field which will link back to your book , which in turn will lead 

people back to your book as well as help with Amazon’s internal linking.  

10. Then preview your review and hit publish if everything looks good.  

 

 

 

 Black Hat 

Use Microworkers to get people with different IP addresses to make 

comments on top reviews for books and eBooks you pick out for them and 

to comment on http://microworkers.com/ linking back to your book with the 

ASIN number & category/categories of your choosing. 

 

Again, DO NOT use Mechanical Turk  

https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome as this site is owned by Amazon . 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://microworkers.com/
https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome


Sophisticated Tools Blueprints 
 

“I’m going to show you the top insider secrets to getting ranked in Google 
using the most expensive and sophisticated tools in the SEO industry 

without having to buy any of them yourself!” 
 
 

All the following Tools-Gigs can be found on Fiverr to get numerous 
backlinks to your money sites FAST! 
 
Basically, what you want to do is go to Fiverr and type the tools name in the 
search box on Fiverr. 
 
You will then provide the Fiverr person the link and keywords for the site 
you want to have ranked in Google.  
 
For example, your site or video may be hosted on the following: 
 
Your Youtube Video 
Your Link to your Kindle Book on Amazon 
Your Web 2.0 Property  ie…Blogger, Squidoo, Wetpaint  
 
So the 1st thing you’ll want to do is create what is called a Link Wheel  
or Link Pyramid  back to your Kindle eBook site - whether it is hosted on 
Amazon,Youtube or any Web 2.0 site like Blogger, Squidoo, Wetpaint.  
 
 
A great description and picture of a link wheel can be found here: 
http://www.ehow.com/how_5334096_build-wheel-traffic.html  
 
As well as a Link Pyramid here: 
http://theseopub.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Link-Pyramid1.jpg 
 
 
As you can see from a simple Google Images search here, Link wheels 
and Pyramids  can get pretty involved  http://bit.ly/Nt8gix.  So it’s best to 
have someone else create all this work fast and cheap vs. creating it all 
yourself. 
 

http://www.ehow.com/how_5334096_build-wheel-traffic.html
http://theseopub.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Link-Pyramid1.jpg
http://bit.ly/Nt8gix


This can be accomplished with SENuke X (below). 
 
Just search Fiverr  for the Keywords, SENuke, Link Wheel, Link Pyramid 
and give the Fiverr person with a link to your main site that you are trying to 
rank. Again whether it is Amazon, Youtube, Blogger or all of them, you 
want to rank more than one site or for more than one keyword. 
 
Here are some example Gigs on Fiverr: 
 
Link Wheel: 
 

 



Link Pyramid Gig: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tool # 1         
 
SENuke-  Located at   http://www.senuke.com/x/ 
 
Again, why buy the tools why someone else has spent the money and will 
do all the work for you on Fiverr? 
 

 
 
Senuke will will create hundreds of Backlinks to your “Money Site” 
automatically sites like: 
 
Web 2.0 
Blogs 
Article Directories 
RSS 
Social Bookmarking Sites 
Social Bookmarking Networking 
Press Releases 
Forum Profiles 
Video 
 
All this can be done on Fiverr for 5 bucks a whack !! versus the $147 
monthly fee SENuke charges you if you had a membership. 
 

http://www.senuke.com/x/


Tool # 2 
 
Magic Submitter 
 

 
 
“Magic Submitter Spins And Submits Your 
Articles, Videos, Blogs, And Press Releases To Over 500 Sites And Gives 
You 1000’s Of Backlinks Automatically…. 
Plus, You Can Instantly Add 100’s Of Additional Sites” 
 
Again, Magic Submitter does just about the same thing as SENuke and has 
a $67 month fee after the trial is over. Doing a search for “, Magic Submitter 
“ on Fiverr will yield you the people you are looking for. 
 
 
Just search Fiverr for the Keywords, Magic Submitter and give the Fiverr 
person a link to your main site that you are trying to rank. Again whether it 
is Amazon, Youtube, Blogger or all of them, you want to rank more than 
one site or for more than one keyword. 
 
 
Below are some example Gigs on Fiverr for Magic Submitter: 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tool # 3 
 
Xrumer & Hrefer  http://www.botmasterlabs.net/ 
 

 
 
XRumer is a software application that automatically posts your messages 
to forums, guestbooks, bulletin boards and catalogs of the links (as well as 
into livejournals and wiki). In a word, it is an autosubmitter.  
 
As with any tool, this can be used for Black Hat, White Hat & Gray Hat 
strategies. This tool should only be used to link back to your Web 2.0 & 
Social Networking sites, as most people use it as a Black Hat tool. 
 
If you don’t like Black Hat, don’t buy that particular Gig on Fiverr. 

http://www.botmasterlabs.net/


Tool # 4 
 
Bookmarking Demon found here: http://bookmarkingdemon.com/ 
 

 
 

 
“Bookmarking Demon will Get you an Unlimited Supply Of High PR 
Backlinks And Laser Targeted Traffic From Major Bookmarking Sites... 
All Done In Minutes On Autopilot!" 
 
You can also search the keywords Pligg & Scuttle Sites on Fiverr as well. 
 
Again search Fiverr.com and sort by Ratings to find the most qualified 
person. 

 
This tool can be used to link back to your main site like Amazon,Web 2.0 & 
Social Networking sites, as well as your articles and press releases. 

 
 
 
 
 

http://bookmarkingdemon.com/


 
Tool #5   
 
Source Links  
 
Source Links can be found here:    http://source-links.com/Links/letha/ 
 

 
 
 
 
Get high PR links from $17-$35 per package which can be used to link 
directly to your Kindle eBook on Amazon or to boost the rankings and link 
juice to your Web 2.0 properties.

http://source-links.com/Links/letha/


Tool # 6  
 
Drop My Link 
 
Drop My Link  can be found here:  http://dropmylink.com/ 
 
Use these different Google queries to find thousands of sites to drop your 
links on and create thousands of backlinks back to your Kindle eBook, 
Money sites and Web 2.0 Properties, as well as to your social bookmarking 
sites.  But please don't spam! 
 

 

http://dropmylink.com/


Tool # 7  
 
Social Monkey 
 
Social Monkey can be found here:  http://www.socialmonkee.com/ 
 
For a mere $7 one-time free, you can submit your site automatically to 25 
Do-Follow Social Bookmarking sites a day. This service can also be used 
to put your link boosting  efforts on autopilot  for your Link wheel as well. 
 
That’s 750 links per month !! 
 
All links are on UNIQUE C Class IPs and Domains!  
 
Watch the video at Socialmonkee.com!! 
 

   
 
That’s it! If you follow these instructions you should be well on your way to 
Kindle Publishing Success! 

http://www.socialmonkee.com/

